


Context	is	King1







Start with your Target 
Audience2



Universe 

of likely supporters

“Saints”

Base 
supporters

“Those who can 
be saved”

Both sides will 
pursue them

“Sinners”

You will never 
have these 
supporters



• Who	are	my	main	group	
of	supporters?

• How	many	persuadable	
voters	are	there?
• Where	do	they	live?
• How	do	I	reach	them?

• Do	persuadable	voters	
care	about	different	
issues	than	my	
supporters?



Communication for 
Persuasion 3



Active Supporter

Supportive, but 
not active 

Questioning

Inactive 
Opposition 

Active 
Opposition 

Base 
Narrative

Majority 
Narrative

Persuasion 
Narrative

The majority of your 
communication is NOT 
aimed at them

There are different ways to talk to these groups 

Your goal is to move these people up the ladder





A message is a limited body 
of truthful information 
which is consistently 
conveyed in order to 
provide the persuasive 
reasons for an audience to 
choose our candidate (or 
issue).



Why are you running for office?

What will you do when you get 
there?

Why are you the most qualified 
candidate?



A MESSAGE IS:

¡ Specifically for your 
target voters

¡ About  your target 
voters

¡ Honest
¡ Explains why target 

voters should choose 
you

¡ Brief

A MESSAGE IS NOT:

¡ For  everyone
¡ Catchy phrase or slogan
¡ List of what you will do 

when elected
¡ Problems you are going to 

solve 
¡ Comprehensive
¡ About you
¡ A simple catch phrase or 

slogan



¡ “Sticky”
¡ Readily associable
¡ Resonates 
¡ Not a secret: Everyone on campaign should 

know it, understand it and repeat it 







¡ The less you say, the more memorable
¡ Present issues in an uncomplicated way



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-zMqxdNUDOo
OneVirginia2021: http://onevirginia2021.org

Humor on complicated issues 





Don’t think of an elephant

George Lakoff,
http://www.amazon.com/Dont-Think-Elephant-Democrats-Progressives/dp/1931498822





¡General idea – values, issues  that help 
to deliver wider context of the message



¡ A message is a short descriptive phrase or 
sentence that highlights the positive 

structure of the message.









“Crooked Hillary” vs. 
“Dangerous Donald“



Focus on Values8



Talk at this level!

The cognitive sciences 
teach us that these 
hierarchies, or levels of 
thought, track and 
direct our thinking.



ISSUES	DIVIDE

VALUES
UNITE



Messages  should connect to 
underlining VALUES

Family, Caring for others, Personal 
Fulfillment, Personal liberty, Equality, 
Hard work, Love of country or culture, 
Spirituality, Honesty & integrity, 
Fairness & Equality



Campaign Frame: Minimum wage 
workers are living in poverty, we must 
increase the minimum wage. Minimum 
wage workers deserve better, and 
government has a responsibility to help 
them.  



Why this was not Framed to Win

§ If it’s about government and its failings, people will think 
nothing can be done that doesn't’t make matters worse

§ If it’s about individuals, policymakers look to reform 
poor people rather than the systems that support them

§ If we make it an issue of systemic failure – which 
systems do we focus on?  Education?  Child care?  The 
system of work and reward?



A Winning Frame

§ It was about “responsible planning and 
economic vision”- rewarding work 

§ Secondary message: respect for workers, 
fairness

§ Although counter intuitive – telling stories of poor 
people decreases people’s support for changing 
policy.



Stereotypes about minimum wage workers were dominate 



Restaurant 
owner and 

employment 
practices 

rather than 
waitress

Business 
owner who 

offers 
benefits 

rather than 
the worker 

who benefits

City planner 
who tries to 
create good 
jobs rather 

than an 
unemployed 

person

Instead, the “responsible planning”
frame supported by stories of:







¡ Act. React. Impact 
¡ https://www.youtube.co

m/watch?v=v4PvZSGbd
8E



Segmentation 9









Campaign to Ban Smoking in Places







Going negative



¡ It	has	to	be	targeted
¡ The	appearance	of	documentation	makes	it	
more	effective

¡ More	believable,	more	effective	
¡ It	is	more	effective	coming	from	a	third	party	
than	from	an	opposing	candidate.







https://www.youtube.com/w
atch?v=9QUYQUd0Qh8

Ad targeting Hispanics in CO, NV, FL  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c4
JiwbrW-jM



Should	you	respond?
¡ Do	voters	in	my	target	groups	care?		If	not,	don’t	
respond.

¡ If	yes:		Answer	the	attack	directly,	then	move	
back	to	your	message	with	contrast

¡ Respond	in	the	same	media	in	which	the	attack	
was	made.

¡ Give	your	supporters	“talking	points”



Tips for good literature



1. Introduce the candidate to voters
2. Persuade Undecided voters or follow up 

from voter contact
3. Targeted Issue Literature
4. Negative/Contrast 
5. Get Out the Vote Literature



¡ DO: Design it with the voter in mind
¡ DO: Get to the point 
¡ DO: Connect with voters
¡ DO: Use a testimonial 
¡ DO: Have a common theme





¡ Use borining photos 
¡ Cover too many issues
¡ Write too much 
¡ Make it all about the candidate
¡ Target the wrong people
¡ Let it all sit in your office 











Hillary biography ad









¡ Vote for the 
Bibi-Sitter

¡ Making a strong 
and aggressive 
point against 
his opponent, 
but with humor 

¡ https://www.you
tube.com/watch
?v=H5Q5RjlcNXI





Your	Positive
Message

Why	Vote
Against	Your
Opponent

Why	Vote	
Against
You

Your	Opponents
Positive
Message



She has the experience to 
be effective/she has real 
solutions to the problems 
we face/she will build upon 
Obama's success in 
healthcare and the 
economy/(Positives)

He'll make America great 
again/He'll build a wall that 
Mexico will pay for/He'll 
deport undocumented 
workers and ban Muslims 
from traveling to the 
US/He'll create jobs thru 
better trade 
deals\(Positives)

Hillary’s going to jail/her 
husband is a sexual 
predator/she got us into 
Iraq and Libya, which are 
disasters/she and her 
husband traded away our 
jobs/she won't protect us 
from ISIS (Negatives)

Trump divides us by race and 
gender/he is a fraud, outsources 
his products, games the 
bankruptcy system/he only offers 
real rehashed right wing 
proposals (eg tax cuts for the 
rich)/he  is a friend of Putin, not 
Israel; he is a narcissist who has 
been on all sides of almost every 
issue (Negatives)

Hillary                        vs.           Trump


